
EXQUISITE CITY
Photoscan Tutorial



Photogrammetry works based on shared features amongst a set of 
images. In order for it to work well it needs surfaces with abundant, 
non-repeating features. 

USGS



Capture at least one scene each of the following templates. You’re 
welcome to derive multiples from the same scan.

Arbitrary free-standing object.

Wall

Exteriorior Corner (wall + wall)

Wall + Floor

Interior Corner (wall + wall)

Interior Corner with floor  
(wall + wall + floor)



When photographing make sure that the object to be scanned is 
always in view. 

With a wall, make sure that as you capture, 
the main area of interest is always in the 
frame. 

With a corner, focus on the corner itself, 
making sure it is always in the frame and 
in focus.

When scanning a free-standing object, 
encircle it, then focus on trickier details. 



When photographing make sure that your images are consistent: 
 - Your white balance is set manually
 - Your exposure is fixed
 - You are focusing on your subject every shot
 - As much of the scene as possible is in focus



Drag the provided scripts into your Photoscan scripts folder.  
OS X - /Users/<user name>/Library/Application Support/Agisoft PhotoScan Pro/scripts 
Windows - C:/users/<user name>/AppData/Local/AgiSoft/PhotoScan Pro/scripts 
 
Hint: On OS X Yosemite the user level “Library” folder is hidden by default. To go to it select a finder window, click 
“Go” on the navigation bar, then press “alt” to reveal the hidden folder. 
 
Scripts can be downloaded here: http://www.ir-ltd.net/uploads/posts/Agisoft-Photoscan-PRO-scripts.zip

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nv3cw4u5du9yn55/AAAuWWasB7DLyLP6YoJQ8y8na?dl=1


Create new chunk & import photos. 



Align Photos 
Set Accuracy to either Medium or Low for our purposes depending on how powerful your computer is. Typically Low 
will take a minute and Medium will take three minutes.



Behold your sparse pointcloud.  
Switch view to Orthographic Mode by pressing “5.” Hide cameras by pressing the camera symbol on the top right of 
the task bar.



Delete erroneous or extra points.
Use the arrow to rotate the orb in the center to rotate around the model and the Select tools to remove extra or 
incorrect points. Press the X or Delete key when selected to remove points.



Align the bounding box to your geometry.  
By using the “Rotate Region’ and “Resize Region” tools on the menu bar place the red side of the bounding box at 
the top of your model and create a region around only the geometry you’re going to use.

Use the Rotate Region tool to put 
the red side on the top and align 
the cube to the wall and floor of 
your scan.

View from the side in Orthographic 
Mode to confirm that your region 
matches your geometry.

Use the Resize Region tool to set the 
bounds to the needed geometry. 



Process your Dense Pointcloud.



Clean up your Dense Pointcloud & adjust your boundary box.  
Be precise with deleting extra points, because they will make it into your final model.



Build Mesh. 
Interpolation controls how ‘hard’ the tool will try to fill holes and create one solid mesh. I recommend “Enabled” but 
feel free to experiment with Extrapolated or Disable it if you want sparse geometry with holes in it. 



Delete any unneeded geometry.



Build texture.  
Be sure to delete any extra geometry before this stage because if you make changes later you’ll have to regenerate 
the texture. 



Align your bounding box to your intended placement in your city 
tile. 



Run Alignment Script.  
All the way to the right there should be a toolbar for the Python scripts you added earlier. With your chunk selected 
and making sure the red side is on the top press “Coordinates to bounding box.”



Export your geometry! 
Export as .FBX with “cameras” unchecked.




